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Abstract

Project  Icarus  is  a  theoretical  engineering  design  study  to  explore  the  possibilities  of  sending  an 

unmanned interstellar probe to the nearest star systems. It is a successor design study based upon the 

1970s  Project  Daedalus  conducted  by  members  of  The  British  Interplanetary  Society.  Because  the 

performance  of such a probe in the timescales  required by Project  Daedalus  requires engines  with a 

million seconds specific impulse, this implies technology such as fusion based propulsion, which is the 

choice for the Icarus reference design mission. Given current predictions such propulsion is decades away 

if not more. In order to launch such a mission it is useful to consider what sort of interstellar precursor 

missions  that  would  test  key  technologies  of  a  scaled  down Icarus  probe.  We introduce  the  Icarus  

Pathfinder Probe (IPP), a mission to 1000 AU requiring an average cruise velocity of between 50 - 100 

AU/year. Such a mission presents many opportunities for determining the key technologies required to 

develop along the interstellar  roadmap to the nearby stars. We also present the basic concept for the 

Icarus Starfinder Probe (ISP). This paper has been written to facilitate further discussion within the team 

to advance the concept to a more credible proposal. This paper is a submission of the Project Icarus Study 

Group.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the 1970s members of The British Interplanetary Society undertook a theoretical engineering study to 

design an interstellar probe [1]. The final reference design had a total structure mass of 2670 tons1 of 

which 450 tons was the payload.  The propellant  mass  was 50,000 tons of Deuterium and Helium-3. 

Because the vehicle was such a massive design and the nature of its propellant, to be mined from the gas 

giant Jupiter, deemed to be effectively unavailable in the near-term future, the Project Daedalus Study 

Group determined that such a spacecraft could probably only be constructed as part of a solar system 

wide economy. This would place its likely construction and thereby launch date somewhere in the year 

2200 timeframe. However, many technologies have advanced since the 1970s including microprocessor 
 Project Icarus Consultant
1 Tons in this report refers to metric tons or 1000 kg
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technology,  materials  science,  fusion  research  and  so  has  our  knowledge  of  the  local  stellar 

neighbourhood. It seemed timely then to revisit the Project Daedalus study, and the successor initiative, 

Project Icarus, officially began September 2009 [2]. This theoretical engineering design study is a project 

under the umbrella of the Tau Zero Foundation and The British Interplanetary Society.

The terms of reference or engineering requirements for Project Icarus stipulate that such a mission must 

be completed in less than 100 years and that deceleration at the target star system is to be attempted in 

order to increase the encounter time to several months duration at least. The requirements also stipulate 

that the engine must be based upon mainly fusion propulsion, interpreted in the Project Icarus Programme 

Document [3] to mean that it must be responsible for around 90 percent of the thrust generated boost 

phase of the mission. This decision was taken for three reasons: (1) because fusion propulsion is a definite 

candidate from a performance point of view for how interstellar missions could one day be achieved; (2) 

to enable the direct lineage and thereby technology readiness comparison to the Daedalus design; and (3) 

to constrain the design team within the five years of the project, part of which is a capability challenge 

exercise. 

Although the Project Icarus Study Group may derive an improved design which is leaner in mass and 

with a ‘better’ engine performance, it is unlikely that the theoretical study will lead to a direct ‘game 

changing’ technology achievement in itself. Rather, it is the intention to see what the actual engineering 

requirements  are  for  such  a  mission  whilst  demonstrating  incremental  progress  through  successive 

generations of designers towards the long term goal of interstellar travel. This means that such a mission 

may not be possible for at least a century or more,  although the Project Icarus Study Group remains 

optimistic for the future. One of the ways that Project Icarus stands out from Project Daedalus however is 

the requirement to determine the roadmap for the achievement of launching such a mission. This leads 

naturally to the question of demonstrating the technology fruition and increasing the technology readiness 

levels [4] of all systems, prior to making an interstellar attempt. 

During the 61st International Astronautical Congress in Prague, the authors of this paper held a private 

workshop session in which the issue of demonstrating the technology was discussed. What emerged from 

this  discussion  was  the  Icarus  Pathfinder  Probe (IPP)  concept.  Essentially,  this  is  a  scaled  down 

Daedalus 2nd stage engine with a much smaller payload mass. Included on board the vehicle are many 

experiments to be conducted in flight to test various proposals to be used in an Icarus interstellar mission. 

Such a mission would be analogous to the experimental mission known as Deep Space 1 which was a 

NASA spacecraft designed to test advanced but high risk technologies [5]. Because the IPP is designed to 

go to 1000 AU, a distance significantly shorter than an interstellar journey, such a mission could in theory 
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be attempted within the coming decades, making it of greater interest to mission planners at national 

space agencies today. In particular, for the testing of some of the critical technology, the engine would not 

have to be full fusion based, but could be a simulated engine based on concepts such as nuclear-electric, 

nuclear-thermal or plasma drive systems. In the remainder of this paper, we present the IPP concept and 

make some brief comments on the Icarus Starfinder Probe (ISP) concept.

Figure 1. Illustration of spacecraft concepts discussed in paper

2. SCIENCE DRIVERS

In the 1970s a proposal was made for the Interstellar Precursor Mission which was designed to explore 

the Heliopause in a total mission duration of 20 years, but with the option to extend the mission for a 

further 50 years, sending the probe a total distance of 1000 AU [6]. A similar proposal is the Innovative  

Interstellar  Explorer (IIE)  proposed  by McNutt  et  al  [7]  and  formerly  in  the  guise  of  the  Realistic  

Interstellar Explorer (RIE). This called for a mission to 200 AU carrying a 34 kg payload. Three mission 

types  were derived involving a 30-year  mission  at  a  speed of around 7 AU/year  (32 km/s),  20-year 

mission at a speed of around 10 AU/year  (47 km/s),  and a 15-year  mission at a speed of around 13 

AU/year (63 km/s). For comparison the Voyager probes travelled at a speed of between 3.3-3.6 AU/year 

(~17 km/s). The proposal was to launch the IIE probe around the year 2014 arriving at the destination by 

around 2044, 30 years later. If the probe carried on further then by the year 2057 it would reach a distance 

of 300 AU, 43 years after being launched. It could go on even further reaching 1000 AU by the year 

2147. Another proposal was for the  Thousand Astronomical Unit  (TAU) mission [8]. This involved a 
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sending a nuclear-electric propelled 1200 kg probe to a distance of 1000 AU in a total mission duration of 

50 years. The key factor for such a long distance mission is the power requirement, determined to be 

around the MW class level, and the vehicle would have a specific mass of around 12.5 kg/KW. 

The US space agency NASA has been reluctant to embrace the idea of sending a deep space mission out 

to  several  hundred  AU,  mainly  because  of  the  extreme  propulsion  requirements  for  such  a  mission. 

However, in 1999 a meeting of the Interstellar Probe Science and Technology Definition Team at NASA 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory took place [9]. They were charged with defining the first mission to explore the 

local interstellar medium, reaching a distance of around 200 AU within 15 years and using solar sails as 

the main propulsion drive. This would require a cruise velocity of around 14 AU/year.

The distance of 200 AU is often cited as a good distance for a precursor mission because it is where the 

undisturbed interstellar medium is thought to be located. It is also well past the solar Heliosphere, which 

the Voyager probes have passed and by 2020 they would be at a distance of 150 AU and 125 AU for 

Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 respectively. The primary science goals for missions out to 200 AU are mainly 

to measure the properties of the interstellar  medium and to find the exact location of the termination 

shock. Understanding of the solar magnetic field strength is also of importance to determine as well as the 

exact energy of incoming cosmic rays. Other potential science goals include measuring the Big Bang 

nucleosynthesis,  using an optical  communications  link  to  act  as  the baseline of a  gravitational  wave 

detector and testing theories of gravitation. Finally, conducting measurements of stellar parallax would be 

a highly valuable science return with direct input into the accuracy of astronomical observations. 

Is there a primary science driver for going further than 200 AU? Indeed there is and it is due to the effect 

of the gravitational lensing of the Sun, a consequence of General Relativity and predicted to be located at 

a distance of above 550 AU [10]. The solar corona acts against the gravitational lensing effect, with the 

result that  the focus for lower frequency radiation is further out than for higher frequency waves. In 

theory, any instrument placed at a gravitational focus with a direct line of sight between the Sun and a 

distance object, will see an amplified signal from the distant source of the radiation. The gravitational lens 

produces a huge gain for an optical or radio telescope, allowing significantly improved resolution when 

compared to Earth orbit-based observations. Missions to the gravitational focus will  locate the actual 

distance of this natural phenomenon whilst providing highly valuable science data on any distant objects 

viewed from there. Further targets of interest include the Kuiper belt located at a distance between 30 – 

55 AU, and the Dwarf Planets within. Locating these objects will enable us to have a better understanding 

of the formation of the early solar system whilst giving us valuable insights into these interesting objects 

of which Pluto is now a member.
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3. ICARUS PATHFINDER PROBE

To complete the mission in around 20 years the probe must reach the destination in 10 years. A 1000 AU 

target implies a cruise speed of around 100 AU/year or around 470 km/s or 0.15% of the speed of light in 

a vacuum. This speed is also very useful as it  exceeds the speed required to test out theories for the 

Pioneer anomaly which requires a speed of around 63 AU/year to surpass the Pioneer probes and reduce 

the gravitational influence of the Sun [11]. The Project Daedalus design assumed an exhaust velocity of 

around 10,000 km/s. However, there are two reasons why we do not adopt such a high exhaust velocity. 

Firstly, it is unclear how small a Daedalus type engine could be scaled down. Second, the point of the 

Pathfinder mission is to test out key technology that could be used on an interstellar mission but without 

necessarily having to rely upon the fusion engine to begin such practical experiments.

Arguably a  gas core nuclear  thermal  rocket  could deliver  a  specific  impulse  of up to 5000 s which 

corresponds to an exhaust velocity of around 50 km/s and a mass ratio of over 12,000 clearly inadequate 

for the requirement. Ion propulsion may also offer the potential performance where the Deep Space-1 and 

DAWN missions demonstrated that a specific impulse of several thousands seconds is possible. Using 

Neon instead of Xenon may give a performance of order 100’s km/s [15]. To prepare for the day when 

fusion propulsion will become available, plasma propulsion offers a near technology demonstrator as well 

as providing an efficient propulsion system for Mars missions.  An engine of this sort has been proposed 

in recent years known as the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket or VASIMR [12]. 

The concept  of  VASIMR is to  use an electrical  power source to  generate  radio waves  that  ionize  a 

propellant (Hydrogen, Helium, Deuterium) and then use electric and magnetic fields to accelerate the 

plasma for thrust generation. This type of engine is also quite convenient because it is considered to be a 

scaled  down  fusion  development  engine.  Several  element  to  the  design,  namely  the  ionizing  and 

energising of a gas using an helicon RF antenna, the use of electromagnets to create a magnetic nozzle 

and the storage of low mass Hydrogen isotopes are similar technology that would be used in a fusion 

based engine. Developing this technology will also assist in understanding how to control plasmas for a 

space propulsion engine.  For a deep space mission to 1000 AU however, it  may have to be used in 

conjunction with a nuclear  reactor  for the creation of a low mass energy source.  Alternatively,  solar 

panels could be used for missions close into the solar system. The Icarus PathFinder Probe could have 

both for optimum fuel efficiency. It bridges the gap between high thrust-low specific impulse engines and 

low thrust-high specific impulse engines and can perform in either mode. Exhaust velocities of 300 km/s 

are possible with an Isp range of between 1000 – 30,000 seconds and a thrust generation efficiency from 

10,000 W/N at low Isp to 300,000 W/N at high Isp, hence the requirement for a nuclear reactor power 
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source probably in the region of 100’s MW capability. The engine is ideal for Earth-Moon or Earth-Mars 

missions if the electricity can be supplied by a small fission reactor. Using a 200 MW reactor, it can get a 

crew to Mars within 39 days of 12 MW is getting there in 115 days. The technology is reaching maturity 

having  been  successfully  ground tested  with its  full  rated  power  of  39 kW using Argon propellant. 

Current research is aimed at testing the second stage of the design, by ‘ion-cyclotron’ boosting the plasma 

stream to 200 kW. Investment  in  this  technology now will  be essential  if  we are  to achieve  human 

missions to Mars within decades and develop fusion based technology for longer term goals. So this 

technology is a clear demonstration of how a focus on a single technology for a Mars based mission can 

bring missions to the stars that  little  bit closer.  It is worth noting that an alternative plasma drive to 

VASIMR has been proposed called the Gas Dynamic Mirror (GDM) Fusion Propulsion [13] which may 

also offer relevant performance potential for the Icarus Pathfinder Probe Mission.

Figure 2. Icarus Pathfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)

Hence for the IPP mission VASIMR is chosen as a credible engine of choice, in the absence of a ready 

fusion engine. It is worthwhile noting that such an engine has a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 

around 5, which means that an interstellar precursor demonstrator mission of this sort can be launched 

much sooner than the proposals for an interstellar probe discussed elsewhere. Currently it is estimated 

that a VASIMR engine could achieve a specific impulse of around 30,000-50,000 seconds corresponding 

to an exhaust velocity between 300 - 500 km/s. This would suggest a mass ratio of between 2.58 to 4.79 

for a one way trip to 1000 AU. We can derive three possible mission plans for discussion. For this 
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concept we choose to adopt a 1/100 scaled Daedalus-like 2nd stage, which had a structure mass of 980 

tons (including 450 tons payload). For the IPP this would then have a structure mass of 9.8 tons which 

includes the payload mass of around 4.5 tons. The payload is around twice the mass of a typical probe 

like the Galileo or Cassini-Huygens spacecraft.

For a single mission to 1000 AU in 10 years travelling at 100 AU/year or 474 km/s it will have a mass 

ratio of 2.58 (Option A). For a total structure (including payload mass) mass of 9.8 tons this implies a 

propellant mass of 15.5 tons. For a single mission to 1000 AU in 20 years travelling at 50 AU/year or 237 

km/s it will have a mass ratio of 1.61 (Option B). For the same structure mass this implies a propellant 

mass of 5.9 tons. For a return mission to 1000 AU in 30 years total duration, this is more complicated. 

Firstly,  the probe must accelerate to a speed of 66 AU/year or 313 km/s to the 500 AU point which 

requires a mass ratio of 1.87. However, it must then decelerate all the way to 1000 AU which implies a 

mass ratio of (1.87)2=3.49 which implies a propellant mass of 24.5 tons.  To then turn around and return 

home  with  the  same  engine  performance  and  speed  to  a  decelerated  orbit  would  require  twice  this 

propellant mass which comes to 48.9 tons. However, the performance listed above for a return mission 

would appear to be extremely challenging [16] and instead a single mission may be preferred to 1000 AU. 

These mission options are shown in Table 1, based upon initial considerations. For Option C however, the 

use of alternative deceleration aids such as a MagSail will reduce the mass ratio required.

Figure 3. Icarus Pathfinder Probe performing Jupiter gravity assist (Adrian Mann)
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The vehicle could be assembled on Earth and then launched into Low Earth Orbit for final assembly, 

testing out key architecture technology relevant to the construction of a larger vehicle like an interstellar 

probe.  Alternatively  it  could  be  launched  directly  from  Earth  onto  a  parabolic  trajectory,  but  the 

substantial  propellant  mass may make this  problematic.  The probe would head out towards the outer 

planets and boosting to around 8 AU/year and then use a Jupiter gravity assist to pick up an additional 

velocity  of  around 2 AU/year,  thereby decreasing  the  actual  propellant  mass  requirements.  It  would 

continue to boost until  the required cruise speed had been reached sometime after passing through a 

distance of between 100 – 150 AU. Along the way it would conduct science observations of the outer 

planets and take measurements through the termination shock and solar Heliosphere. It will also conduct 

various experiments such as dropping a dummy propellant tank to simulate rocket staging as occurs in the 

Daedalus baseline configuration,  and perform a test  repair/replacement  of on-board system using the 

attached robotic mechanical arm. Alternatively, this could be performed on the solar system re-entry to 

reduce the failure probability of the mission and allow for Earth based observations of the experiments. 

The dropped tank could also double as an experiment to investigate navigation issues and stellar parallax 

science. 

Other propulsion technology could also be tested en route during the early parts of the mission such as the 

deployment of a mini-solar sail provided it was within a few AU of the Sun. On board experiments will 

also  take  measurements  aimed  at  testing  theories  of  gravity  or  the  detection  of  gravitational  waves. 

Somewhere  between  550–1000 AU the  probe  will  drop a  gravitational  lens  antenna  experiment  and 

possibly use one of the propellant tanks for a navigational experiment, as well as a communications laser 

to maintain link as the spacecraft continues onwards or alternatively begins to head back towards the solar 

system. The likely instruments required for such a mission would include a plasma analyser, magnetic 

flux  detector,  spectrometer,  cosmic  ray  analyser,  gravitational  wave  detector  apparatus,  gravity 

measurements, optical laser and a radio antenna. 

When the probe approaches the inner bound of the gravity focus it will begin taking measurements to 

confirm the characteristics of the gravitational lensing effect. Throughout the outward leg of the mission 

the particle shield detector will take measurements of the interstellar medium particle flux density, prior 

to ejecting the shield especially if on solar system re-entry when crossing the solar Heliosphere. It is after 

this that any MagSail mechanism [14] is deployed from behind the location of the ejected shield, to allow 

for assisted deceleration and a key test of this technology.
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Parameter Single Mission 

Option A

Single Mission 

Option B

Return Mission

Option C
Length (m) 10 10 10
Structure mass (tons) 9.8 9.8 9.8
Propellant mass (tons) 15.5 5.9 48.9
Payload mass (tons) 4.5 4.5 4.5 
Total wet mass (tons) 25.3 15.7 58.7
Mass ratio 2.58 1.61 6.55
Payload mass fraction2 (%) 38.7 62.4 16.7
Exhaust velocity (km/s) 500 500 500
Specific impulse (s) 50,000 50,000 50,000
Cruise velocity (km/s) 474 237 474
Acceleration (m/s2) 0.002 0.002 0.002
Target distance (AU) 1000 1000 1000
Total distance (AU) 1000 1000 2000 (return)
Mission duration (years) 10 20 30
Engine type VASIMR VASIMR VASIMR
Engine power (kW) 100’s 100’s 100’s
Engine jet power (MW) [16] 15 15 15 

Table 1. Icarus Pathfinder Probe Reference Missions, Approximate Definition

If a mission is chosen that involves a return to the solar system, then it will re-enter the termination shock 

and solar Heliosphere, adding to the earlier measurements that were taken on the outward-bound phase, 

although from a different location. It will then begin radio and optical scanning of the solar system in an 

attempt to locate a planet with an Oxygen or Nitrogen based atmosphere and look for signs of biomarkers, 

simulating the entry of an interstellar probe into a target system whilst ground control having the ability 

to  override/correct  the  trajectory to  ensure  successful  data  return.  This  will  determine  is  subsequent 

trajectory and it will then use a Jupiter gravity assist to decelerate, supplemented by the main engines and 

MagSail technology. On arrival to the inner solar system, it could deploy an atmospheric probe into the 

atmosphere  of  one  of  the  inner  planets  (probably  either  Mars  or  Earth)  and  then  begin  to  take 

measurements.  This  may  involve  an  actual  orbital  insertion  of  the  probe.  The  science  data  will  be 

transmitted to an antenna based in Earth orbit.

Whichever  one  of  the  three  options  A,  B  or  C  chosen,  the  mission  exercises  several  aspects  of 

communications that are vital for both deep space and interstellar missions. Optical systems are used for 

long haul transmissions, as these enable a decent data bandwidth to be obtained without excessive power 

requirements. The main problem involved in deep space communications is Acquisition, Tracking and 

Pointing (ATP). The Pathfinder mission uses two different methods for ATP, in order to gather data about 

the accuracy of each.

2 This is for all  the vehicle structure mass delivered to the target  which is 9.8 tons. It’s  just that the science part of this 
constitutes the science payload of 4.5 tons. The Payload mass fraction is here defined as payload mass / total wet mass.
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1. The receiving station on Earth—or in Earth orbit—transmits an uplink beam to the Pathfinder 

probe. The probe uses this beam to maintain the accurate pointing of the downlink laser (from the 

probe to Earth).

2. The probe  uses  celestial  navigation,  possibly pulsars,  to  derive  its  location  to  high degree  of 

accuracy. The downlink laser is pointed to Earth without the assistance of the uplink beam.

The two systems are used alternately on a pre-arranged time schedule, so it is always clear which method 

is being used at a particular time. The probe sends all of its data back to Earth at least twice, once for each 

method. This ensures that even if one method turns out not to allow any useful data transmission, then the 

data  is  not  lost.  The  Maccone  sub-probe  dropped  at  the  gravitational  lens  for  experimentation 

communicates directly back to Earth via its own downlink laser. It also sends data back to the  Icarus 

Pathfinder probe directly. To ensure that the Maccone probe is able to accurately point its laser at the 

main craft,  Pathfinder transmits  its own uplink laser to Maccone. When the Crawford sub-probes are 

dropped into planetary atmospheres, these sub-probes communicate with the main craft via laser uplink. 

However, due to the possibility of planets having atmospheres that are opaque to laser light frequencies, 

each Crawford sub-probe is also equipped with a high gain RF antenna operating in the Ka band. For this 

reason the Pathfinder probe has a high gain RF antenna of its own.

Figure 4. Illustration of possible Icarus Pathfinder Probe trajectories.
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The mission also exercises the protocols and modulation methods required for deep space and interstellar 

transmission. Turbo Codes provide a bandwidth which approaches the theoretical limit for a channel’s 

capacity, so Turbo Code encoders/decoders are used throughout the communications systems. As with 

any advanced mission, there is a possibility that unforeseen problems interfere with the ability of the 

communications system to function as expected. For this reason, the system is programmed with a series 

of fallbacks that should allow some measure of data to be returned to Earth even if the primary systems 

do not work as required.  These fallbacks include using lower bandwidth transmissions, use of higher 

power with a lower duty cycle (resulting again in net lower bandwidth), and use of the high gain RF 

antenna to transmit much lower bandwidth data back to Earth. On a real interstellar mission the distant 

probe would not be able to receive useful information from Earth soon enough to renegotiate a failed 

communications  link.  So  the  Pathfinder  probe  replicates  this  problem  by  automatically  attempting 

communication via the fallback systems at pre-defined intervals. This should allow some useful data to be 

received by Earth, and also allows these fallback systems to be tested.

The main justification for considering a return probe mission is to two-fold. Firstly,  to obtain double 

verification on the properties of the solar heliosphere and termination shock. Second, to test out vital 

technologies  such  as  MagSail  deceleration  and  solar  system mapping  aids  which  can  determine  the 

characteristics of the various planetary objects for sub-probe deployment, an essential tool for any probe 

entering the solar system of another star. Additional measurements can be made on solar re-entry such as 

the properties of the Sun and how the uncertainty in the measurement of these properties varies with 

distance from the source and the motion of the detector. Another reason for returning the probe to the 

solar system could be the actual  attainment of interstellar  medium material  such as dust particles for 

further analysis. 
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Figure 5. Icarus Pathfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)

4. OVERALL ROADMAP

The main purpose behind launching a mission like IPP is to test out the key technology required for an 

interstellar  mission.  Firstly  missions  like  those  proposed  for  the  Innovative  Interstellar  Explorer [7] 

would be launched around the 2020 timescale getting to the target within 10 – 20 years. If a mission like 

IPP was then launched in the 2020 – 2030 timeframe then it would reach 1000 AU around 2040 – 2050 

and if a return back to the solar system was included then this would be no later than 2060 following an 

Option C path. By this time advances in fusion propulsion could have enabled the construction of fusion 

based demonstrator engine, which because of its high performance may be able to go much further to a 

distance of around 10,000 AU, well into the Oort cloud which extends out to 50,000 AU. Assuming a 

launch date of 2050 and a high performance cruise velocity of around 5000 km/s (~1.7% c), this fusion 

based demonstrator could reach this distance in around 10 years timeframe so would arrive at the target 

distance by 2060. This would be followed shortly afterwards around 2070 by the launch of a 2nd Stage 

Daedalus-like  demonstrator  engine  also  assuming  a  cruise  speed  of  5000 km/s,  designed to  reach  a 

distance of 50,000 AU at the outer edge of the Oort cloud which would take around 50 years to complete 

the mission by the time of arrival in 2100. By this time the full interstellar probe mission could have been 

constructed and nearing launch and with much more powerful engines, assuming a cruise velocity of 

36,000 km/s or around 12% of light. If launched by the early decades in the 22nd century it would arrive at 

its destination in the latter part of the 22nd century. Table 3 below shows this possible roadmap plan. It is 
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accepted that this roadmap is optimistically ambitious, but it is intended to promote thinking in the team. 

The later missions based on the Icarus Starfinder Probe concept all hinge on the promise of fusion power 

on  Earth  happening  in  the  next  decade  or  so  and  then  the  application  of  this  technology  to  space 

propulsion in a compact and practical way. It is possible that the launch dates quoted above are optimistic 

and in fact the complete roadmap to the launch of the Interstellar Probe will be more like around the 2200 

timeframe and so not arriving a the target star until around 2250. One of the interesting aspects of the ISP 

concept is that because it is not trying to reach the stars it can use a fusion fuel that has a performance less 

than that expected for a D/He3 reaction. In particular, D/T or D/D would be obvious candidates and D/D 

would be relative easy to acquire. 

Spacecraft Comments
Daedalus Daedalus baseline mission to Barnard’s star 372,000 AU away 

or 5.9 light years.
Icarus Target to be defined in 2014
Icarus Starfinder 

Mark II Probe

Daedalus-like 2nd stage fusion engine only to demonstrate a 

precursor mission into the outer Oort cloud up to 50,000 AU.
Icarus Starfinder 

Mark I Probe

Scaled down Daedalus-like 2nd stage fusion engine to 

demonstrate a precursor mission out to 10,000 AU.
Icarus Pathfinder 

Probe

Use of a different engine (VASIMR proposed) as technology 

demonstrator for a mission to 1000 AU.
Table 2. Spacecraft Demonstrator Mission Concepts

Event Launch date Arrival date
Launch of IIE to 200 AU 2020 2030-2040
Launch of IPP to 1000 AU 2030 2040-2050
Possible Return of IPP to Earth -- 2060
Launch 10,000 AU mission 2050 2060
Launch of 50,000 AU mission 2070 2100
Launch of first interstellar probe 2120 2200

Table 3. Possible Roadmap to Interstellar Exploration Mission
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Figure 6. Spacecraft concepts compared for interstellar roadmap (Adrian Mann)
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Figure 7. Icarus Pathfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)

Figure 8. Icarus Starfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)
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Figure 9. Icarus Starfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)

Figure 10. Icarus Starfinder Probe concept (Adrian Mann)
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5. FUTURE WORK

In this initial trade study the concept of the Icarus Pathfinder Probe and Icarus Starfinder Probe has been 

outlined. Clearly, before this idea can be taken forward to a publishable proposal further work needs to be 

done. The following list outlines the next tasks to be completed in a part 2 trade study.

1. A morphology comparison completed of candidate propulsion systems for the Pathfinder mission. 

Although VASIMR would be preferred due to its close connections to a fusion based drive, other 

schemes such as ion propulsion, nuclear electric and nuclear thermal or Gas Dynamic Mirror may 

be acceptable alternatives in the spirit of a demonstrator mission. The TRL of each method would 

need to be compared and folded into any projections for future launch dates.

2. Identification of actual launch dates in the coming decades using available data for solar system 

planetary motion. This should include dates for a Jupiter gravity assist and Pluto encounter.

3. The use of spacecraft simulation software to plot a candidate trajectory through to solar system 

escape and re-entry. 

4. Definition of power requirements from on board nuclear reactor and any sizing of the technology.

5. Definition of laser communication system.

6. Calculations for the quantity of propellant required (H, D, He) for a 1000 AU mission based on 

the performance of a VASIMR engine. 

7. Definition of material structure options.

8. Definition of internal/external environment through flight.

9. Identification of launch technology to low earth orbit or earth escape orbit.

10. Estimation of power levels for an on board nuclear reactor.

11. Identification of RF and optical laser requirements and likely transmission parameters.

12. Propellant mass requirements for both IPP and ISP.

13. Search JBIS for David Fearn reference a 1000 AU mission using electric propulsion [15].

14. Correction  required  to  Icarus  Pathfinder  Probe  graphics  to  show heat  sinks/radiators  and any 

power reactors coming off the engine cylinder instead of solar panels [16].

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the potential for a 1000 AU interstellar precursor mission known as the 

Icarus Pathfinder  Probe and a 10,000 – 50,000 AU mission known as the  Icarus  Starfinder  Probe. 

Although an  actual  fusion  propelled  interstellar  probe mission  may be  at  least  many decades  if  not 

centuries away, an interstellar precursor mission such as proposed for the Icarus Pathfinder Probe could 

be attempted a lot sooner, arguably within a few decades. Such a probe would test out the fundamental 

technology  required  for  a  full  scale  interstellar  mission,  including  aspects  of  the  propulsion  engine, 

17



systems repair,  navigation and deceleration.  Such a mission would also deliver  a high science return 

pertaining to the solar Heliosphere, termination shock and the Kuiper belt, together with a supplemental 

data return upon solar system re-entry.  This mission would form an important step in the roadmap to 

launching the first interstellar probe mission. This paper is not intended to be a complete design proposal 

but a level 1 (concept builder) trade study, aimed to capture some of the initial thinking from the Prague 

workshop and facilitate further discussions within the Project Icarus Study Group.
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